Let's Play Chicken!

Take on the challenge of a high-speed chase across the video screen. Quitters are chicken.

by Marty Butherus and Curtis Cooper

Chicken is a Hustle-like game for two players. The opponents move up, down, left and right using the keyboard, leaving a trail behind them on the screen as they move. Player Blue moves using the W, A, S and Z keys. Player Gold uses the P, L, ; and . keys. The object of the game is to avoid hitting your trail, your opponent's trail or the boundaries.

The Basic program, Chicken (Listing 1), loads the machine-language program, Obj.Chicken (Listing 2), and its data, Chicken Data (Listing 3), and lets you pick the game speed (1–256) and the number of games (points) required to win (1–99). After each point, press the space bar to start the next point. After a winner has been determined, the program prompts you for another game or quitting.

The following memory locations are utilized:

- Obj. Chicken $1400–$16BO
- Chicken Data $1700–$17BO
- Keyboard Data $1781–$17BF
- Text Data

Enjoy playing Chicken with your friends.

Write to Curtis Cooper at 803 E. Clark, Warrensburg, MO 64093.
APPLE users

Discover the ultimate in quality printing.

The Tally MT 160L

$798 complete!

The Tally MT 160L is the one machine solution to every application. A printer for today that you won't outgrow tomorrow. It does word processing duty...letter quality text, proportional spacing, margin justification, auto centering. It faithfully captures your Apple graphics routines. And at 160 cps bi-directionally, it prints reports as fast as you can use them. Make it a point to see the MT 160L at your computer dealer.

MANNESMANN TALLY

8301 S. 180th St., Kent, WA 98032
For the name of the sales outlet nearest you, call toll free 1-800-447-4700.
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